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political officehoiding. . . . The full native community had judges and police, a
cabildo, a jail, and other institutions for the maintenance of internal order, all
under the supervision of the Spaniards. But it should be added that these
programs often lapsed, most missionaries had little understanding of the social
organization of the peoples among whom they worked, and appointments 10
native office were sometimes made arbitrarily and thoughtlessly.15
Of course, the story was not simply one of mistakes or miscalculations in the
eivilizins process; it was also one of deliberate "uncivilizing/' whereby Amerindian
students in the mission schools of Mexico were used as major agents in destroying the
Aztec temples, idols, and even manuscripts of great religious and cultural value. They
sometimes did this with overly fanatical zeal. Students also furthered the uncivilizing
process by spying on their parents. Some missionaries justified the destruction of the
religious traditions of the Amerindian civilization as necessary for the building of
Christianity. Others condemned it as an affront to humanity itself.
No matter how benevolent and Christian, conversion was a program
designed to impose European standards upon non-European peoples. The com-
mon attitude of the clergy was one of authoritarian paternalism, and in various
degrees the regime that they imposed was maintained by force, with whipping
posts, stocks, and prison cells.... it is obvious that no program could be too
tolerant, for this would defeat the purpose and weaken the effort to substitute
Christianity for paganism.16
At the secondary level of education there was promise of designing a new kind
of college appropriate to a social transformation which would honor the culture of the
indigenous civilization as well as adopt some of the values of the alien civilization. The
most famous of such attempts was the Colegio de Santa Cruz which the Franciscans
established in Mexico City, to which came Amerindian students from all over New
Spain. It was a boarding school with strict and severe regulations and it gave a high
quality Latin education in the humanistic liberal arts with some of the sharpest
Franciscan intellectuals of the sixteenth century as teachers, including Bernardino de
Sahagun. It soon proved, for those willing to look and listen, that Amerindians were
fully capable of mastering a Western education. The students and graduates assisted
Sahagun in writing his monumental history of Aztec civilization and engaged in the
construction of Nahuatl vocabularies, grammars, textbooks, and translations. The
graduates not only became translators and interpreters but also teachers in primary
schools for whites as well as Indians and clerks in government administrative offices.
One graduate, Antonio Valerino, became the only Indian governor in Mexico during
the sixteenth century.
But critics arose to argue that such an intellectual education for Indians would
only lead to heresy and possibly to rebellion, and in 1555 the Council of Trent
forbade the creation of an Indian priesthood. As a result, Santa Cruz began to decline
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